
Two Opportunities for Faculty Instructional Leadership in the FCTE 
Faculty Center for Teaching Excellence 

 
In recognition of three years of investment in instructional excellence at ISU since its 
inception, the FCTE is pleased to announce two opportunities for faculty leadership to 
expand scale and scope of activities. Both positions are summer 2018 and AY 2018-19 
appointments as described below. 
 

Faculty Fellow for Teaching Innovation 
 

The Faculty Fellow for Teaching Innovation will provide leadership for the 
development and execution of programs and services focused on high impact 
practices such as problem-based learning, case-based teaching, and active learning 
strategies, among others. The Fellow is expected to have a demonstrated track 
record of instructional excellence and broad knowledge of strategies and methods 
that enhance teaching and learning, particularly, although not necessarily 
exclusively, at the undergraduate level.  It is necessary that this individual have the 
ability to communicate effectively with faculty and staff across colleges and 
administrative units. 

 
Faculty Fellow for Graduate Student Teaching Excellence 

 

In collaboration with the College of Graduate and Professional Studies, the Faculty 
Fellow for Graduate Student Teaching Excellence will provide leadership for the 
development and execution of programs and services that enhance the skills and 
abilities of graduate students who teach. The Fellow will establish a formalized 
program targeted toward this category of instructor. The Fellow is expected to have 
an understanding and appreciation of graduate instructors as well as strategies and 
methods that enhance teaching and learning.  

 
The two positions are open to any regular T/TT or instructional faculty and provides a 
summer 2018 stipend for an average of 3 hours/week (with vacation flexibility) and an AY 
2018-19 stipend or FTE release (.5 for the Fellow for Teaching Innovation and .25 for the 
Fellow for Graduate Student Teaching) with the support of one’s home department. 
Individuals interested in one or both positions should provide a letter of application 
(inclusive of one’s teaching philosophy) and a vita to Dr. Molly Hare 
(Molly.Hare@indstate.edu).  Sample course artifacts and teaching evaluations (qualitative 
and/or quantitative) are also invited. In the letter, please explain your qualifications for 
this position and your motivation to apply.  Applications are being accepted through 
March 2, 2018. 
 
Please direct any questions about these positions to Dr. Molly Hare, Director of the Faculty 
Center for Teaching Excellence (Molly.Hare@indstate.edu; 237-2688). 
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